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Restoration Resources, is so excited that HGTV Interior Designer Lindsay Pumpa and the camera crew from HGTV’s 

Giveaway, our 7000 square foot showroom and warehouse in Boston, for the second time in the past 2 months.

of antique design elements for the apartment she is decorating 

the latest entry to the HGTV Urban Oasis Sweepstakes Blog, titled “Upcycling Some Historic Gems” 

,http://blog.hgtv.com/sweepstakes/2013/06/27/upcycling

(Bill Raymer of Restoration Resources and HGTV Host Lindsay Pumpa)

While interiors will be in keeping with the W's own contemporary design aesthetic, Lindsay plans to

"uniquely Boston" and is seeking out local sources for some of her design elements. 

Mary wrote, “As the design of this apartment takes shape, the work of local craftsmen, artisans and retailers will weigh heav

article goes on to say,   “A nod to Boston history and traditional interior design, Pumpa will partner with

famed Boston salvage showroom and warehouse

light fixtures.” See http://blog.hgtv.com/sweepstakes/

This year's 2013 HGTV Urban Oasis couples livable, 

lucky viewer later this fall!  Enter in late August for a chance to win the luxury apartment home at The Residences at W Boston.

- See more at: http://www.bdingblog.com/urban

 

 

 

 

 

 

Restoration Resources, is so excited that HGTV Interior Designer Lindsay Pumpa and the camera crew from HGTV’s 

Giveaway, our 7000 square foot showroom and warehouse in Boston, for the second time in the past 2 months.

of antique design elements for the apartment she is decorating  on the 24
th
 floor of the W Hotel in Boston.

the latest entry to the HGTV Urban Oasis Sweepstakes Blog, titled “Upcycling Some Historic Gems” 

/27/upcycling-some-historic-gems/ 

(Bill Raymer of Restoration Resources and HGTV Host Lindsay Pumpa) 

While interiors will be in keeping with the W's own contemporary design aesthetic, Lindsay plans to integrate pieces

seeking out local sources for some of her design elements.  In HGTV’s  blog entry on June 8, 2013 author 

Mary wrote, “As the design of this apartment takes shape, the work of local craftsmen, artisans and retailers will weigh heav

“A nod to Boston history and traditional interior design, Pumpa will partner with Restoration

famed Boston salvage showroom and warehouse, and Peter Webster of Webster & Company to source everything from accessories to 

http://blog.hgtv.com/sweepstakes/ 

This year's 2013 HGTV Urban Oasis couples livable, contemporary interiors with luxury hotel amenities, and will be awarded to one 

Enter in late August for a chance to win the luxury apartment home at The Residences at W Boston.

http://www.bdingblog.com/urban-oasis-2013#sthash.qjruvUQ3.dpuf

Restoration Resources, is so excited that HGTV Interior Designer Lindsay Pumpa and the camera crew from HGTV’s  Urban Oasis  

Giveaway, our 7000 square foot showroom and warehouse in Boston, for the second time in the past 2 months.  Lindsay was in search 

floor of the W Hotel in Boston.  Her visit was chronicled in 

 

integrate pieces that are 

blog entry on June 8, 2013 author 

Mary wrote, “As the design of this apartment takes shape, the work of local craftsmen, artisans and retailers will weigh heavily.” The 

Restoration Resources, a 

to source everything from accessories to 

contemporary interiors with luxury hotel amenities, and will be awarded to one 

Enter in late August for a chance to win the luxury apartment home at The Residences at W Boston. 
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